Atlas Air’s CMI (Crew, Maintenance, and Insurance) solution is a smart choice for customers who want to operate their own aircraft and network but need flexibility in staffing and overhead reduction. Through CMI, Atlas offers turnkey and cost-effective solutions for both cargo and passenger operations.

Atlas Air facilitates growth by providing customized services that enable turnkey operations without the need for significant investment in aircraft support. Customers can take advantage of new opportunities that will provide immediate value.

Customers benefit from Atlas Air’s traffic rights and access to industry-leading operational and technical expertise. Our highly trained flight crews and global operations can make CMI leasing with Atlas Air a smart choice for one aircraft or for an entire fleet—cargo or passenger.

** Delivering Value to Our Customers **

**Boeing**
We are proud to operate a Boeing fleet of four 747-400 Large Cargo Freighters ("Dreamlifters"). These specially modified aircraft transport major assemblies for the 787 Dreamliner from suppliers around the globe to Boeing’s production facilities in the United States.

**DHL Express**
DHL Express relies on Atlas Air and Southern Air to operate a fleet of Boeing 747, 777, 767 and 737 Freighters on routes throughout their global network which expands their reach and provides high quality service to their customers.

**Nippon Cargo Airlines**
Nippon Cargo Airlines relies on Atlas Air to operate Boeing 747-400 Freighters on routes across the transpacific providing NCA with unsurpassed schedule flexibility.

**MLW Air**
MLW Air relies on Atlas Air to operate a VIP-configured Boeing 767-200 passenger aircraft used by high profile customers. MLW Air can offer our broad ETOPS global network to its customers, reaching destinations around the globe.

**Contact Us**
Find out how we can help optimize your cargo operation by contacting one of our sales representatives at sales@atlasair.com or by visiting us at www.atlasair.com.
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